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EARLOCKS

BODY COLORS
    (black)        (translucent)

CONSTRUCTION Soft, Durable Polymer

WEIGHT (PAIR) 1.0 gm

DIMENSIONS 1”L x .75” W x .375” D

Compatible with 
Apple® EarPods™

(translucent shown)

All models feature patented
EarLock® retention ring

EarLocks® fit securely to original Apple® earbuds and most circular 
earphones (model also available for Apple® EarPod®). The patented 
EarLock® retention rings comfortably lock into key points of your ear 
to hold earbuds securely yet comfortably in place. Earbuds will no 
longer have a problem staying put. EarLocks® are ideal for an active 
lifestyle like jogging or cycling. This near-perfect fit will optimize the 
fidelity of the music delivered by your phone or other mobile device, 
since the earbud is now nearer to your canal opening. And the durable, 
hypoallergenic, medical-grade polymer is comfortable against your skin 
and maintains its shape for long-term use. One size fits most everyone.

¼ Fit securely and comfortably into outer ear

¼ Designed to support an active lifestyle

¼ Better fit provides superior audio fidelity

¼ Medical-grade hypoallergenic polymer is soft & highly durable

¼ Water/sweat proof

¼ Proudly made in USA

ELU1-CLR-MPR  (Circular, translucent) 084871325424
ELU1-BK-MPR  (Circular, black) 084871325431
ELA2-CLR-MPR  (EarPods®, translucent) 084871325448
ELA2-BK-MPR  (EarPods®, black) 084871325455

.75 in

ELA2 model ELU1 model

1.0 in

Compatible with 
Circular Earbuds
(black shown)

TYPE 4-Color Blister Card

HEIGHT 5.25 inches (13.3 cm)

WIDTH 3 inches (7.6 cm)

BLISTER DEPTH .75 inches (1.9 cm)

FEATURES

PACKAGING SPECS

PART# / UPC

SUREFIRE LOCK EARBUDS COMFORTABLY IN PLACE
EARLOCkS®
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